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Pitch of the Project Proposal

CPlayer

deniz.atak@tiga.com.tr
Teaser

CPlayer: Smart Exergame for CP Children

Affordable
Plug & Play
Easy to use for CP Children
Breakthrough in Serious Games Market

CPlayer, Deniz Atak, EU Project Coordinator & deniz.atak@tiga.com.tr
Organisation Profile

• One of the main e-health infrastructure providers in Turkey

• Live projects serving to 80 million citizens:
  • E-Prescription
  • E-Pulse (E-Nabız)
  • Drug Track & Trace

• fiQare: Celtic Plus project

• 50+ Engineers/Researchers

CPlayer, Deniz Atak, EU Project Coordinator & deniz.atak@tiga.com.tr
CPlayer, Deniz Atak, EU Project Coordinator & deniz.atak@tiga.com.tr
Proposal

Introduction

Rehab at Home

Solution for growing Serious Games Market

Continuous Improvement in the Rehab Plan

Based on Fiware

Duration: 36 month

CPlayer, Deniz Atak, EU Project Coordinator & deniz.atak@tiga.com.tr
Partners

An SME from Germany
A Research Institute from Greece

Expertise, profiles and types of partners you are looking for:
E-Health Providers
Expertise in Medical Devices
Expertise in Rehab Technologies

CPlayer, Deniz Atak, EU Project Coordinator & deniz.atak@tiga.com.tr
For more information and for interest to participate please contact:

Deniz Atak - EU Project Coordinator
deniz.atak@tiga.com.tr
+90 312 473 82 87

Kızıllırmak Mahallesi Ufuk Üniversitesi Cad
No: 4/7-8-9-10-11 06520
Çankaya / ANKARA - TURKEY

Presentation available via:
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